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Abstract Extracting keyphrases from documents auto-

matically is an important and interesting task since key-

phrases provide a quick summarization for documents.

Although lots of efforts have been made on keyphrase

extraction, most of the existing methods (the co-occur-

rence-based methods and the statistic-based methods) do

not take semantics into full consideration. The co-occur-

rence-based methods heavily depend on the co-occurrence

relations between two words in the input document, which

may ignore many semantic relations. The statistic-based

methods exploit the external text corpus to enrich the

document, which introduce more unrelated relations

inevitably. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to

extract keyphrases using knowledge graphs, based on

which we could detect the latent relations of two keyterms

(i.e., noun words and named entities) without introducing

many noises. Extensive experiments over real data show

that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods

including the graph-based co-occurrence methods and

statistic-based clustering methods.

Keywords Keyphrase extraction � Knowledge graph �
Graph-based algorithms

1 Introduction

The continuously increasing text data, such as news, articles,

and scientific papers, make it urgent to design an effective

and efficient technique to extract high-quality keyphrases

automatically since keyphrases help us to have a quick

knowledge of the text. Keyphrase extraction also provides

useful resources for text clustering [8], text classification

[35], and document summarization [32]. There are two main

types of studies on keyphrase extraction, i.e., supervised and

unsupervised. Majority of the supervised methods regard

keyphrase extraction as a binary classification task

[11, 12, 14, 30, 34], and take some features, such as term

frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) and the

position of the first occurrence of a phrase, as the inputs of a

Naive Bayes classifier [26]. However, a binary classifier fails

to rank the phrases since each candidate phrase is classified

independently with others. More importantly, supervised

methods demand a lot of training data, i.e., manually labeled

keyphrases. This is extremely expensive and time-consum-

ing in domain-specific scenarios. In order to reduce man-

power, investigating comparative unsupervised methods is

highly desired. Thus, we focus on studying unsupervised

methods to extract keyphrases from a single input document

(e.g., news and article).

The existing unsupervised approaches can be divided into

two categories, i.e., co-occurrence-based methods and

statistic-based methods, as shown in Table 1. The co-oc-

currence-based methods, e.g., SW [10], TextRank [22], Ex-

pandRank [31], CM [3], build a word co-occurrence graph

exploiting theword co-occurrence relations that are obtained
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from the input document, and then apply some ranking

algorithms such as PageRank [24] and betweenness [6] on

the graph to get the ranking score of each word. Based on the

ranking score, the top-K phrases are returned as keyphrases.

The statistic-based methods, e.g., Wan’07 [32], SC [17], and

TPR [16], explore some external text corpus to assist key-

phrase extraction. Generally, they obtain external informa-

tion from the statistical information in large corpus. For

example, SC [17] uses the Wikipedia1 articles, based on

which several statistical distances can be computed, such as

cosine similarity, Euclidean distance, Pointwise Mutual

Information (PMI), and Normalized Google Similarity Dis-

tance (NGD) [5]. Then these statistical distances are used as

the similarity metrics in term clustering and candidate

phrases contain cluster exemplar terms are selected as key-

phrases. TPR resorts to Wikipedia articles to train a topic

distribution for terms to assist keyphrase extraction.

However, the existing methods suffer from two draw-

backs: information loss and information overload.

– Information Loss The co-occurrence-based methods

heavily depend on the co-occurrence relations between

two words. If two words never occur together within a

predefined window size in an input document, there

will be no edges to connect them in the built co-

occurrence graph even though they are semantically

related. Furthermore, as reported in [10], the perfor-

mance improves little by increasing the window size

w if w exceeds a small threshold (w ranges from 3 to 9).

– Information Overload The statistic-based methods

exploit external text corpus to enrich the input docu-

ment. Nevertheless, the real meanings of words in the

document may be overwhelmed by the large amount of

introduced external texts. Furthermore, they can only

acquire very limited useful knowledge about the words

in the input document since they just use the statistical

information of two words in the external texts actually.

Running Example Figure 1 shows a document from the

dataset DUC2001 (see Sect. 7.1), where the keyphrases are

labeled in red font.

In the co-occurrence-based methods, the words adjacent

to more other words tend to rank higher. Let us consider

two candidate phrases ‘‘disaster’’ and ‘‘Hurricane

Andrew’’. They do not occur together within a window if

the window size is 10. Thus no edges will be induced to

connect them in the co-occurrence graph, which indicates

they are not highly related while ‘‘Hurricane Andrew’’ is an

instance of ‘‘disaster’’. Hence, ‘‘disaster’’ is not delivered

as a keyphrase using the co-occurrence-based methods,

e.g., TextRank and ExpandRank.

The statistic-based methods directly map a word to the

words with the same surface form in the external text

resources. The real meaning of a word in the input document

may be overwhelmed by the extended corpus. For instance,

the most common meaning of ‘‘house’’ in Wikipedia is

‘‘House Music’’, which is different from the meaning

‘‘United States House of Representatives’’ in the example

document. Hence, statistic-based methods fail to exclude the

wrong senses and result in bad similarity relations.

In this paper, we propose a novel method to extract

keyphrases by considering the underlying semantics.

Relying on semantics, we can address the problems above.

(1) Using semantics, we can find the latent relations

between two keyterms (see Sect. 3.1). As shown in the

example document in Fig. 1, although the distance between

‘‘disaster’’ and ‘‘Hurricane Andrew’’ in the document is

Table 1 Overview of unsupervised keyphrase extraction approaches

Category Methods Information Sources

Co-occurrence based CM [3], SW [10], TextRank [22], ExpandRank [31] Input documents

Statistic-based Wan’07 [32], SC [17], TPR [16] External text corpus, e.g., Wikipedia article

Semantics-based Our method Knowledge graphs, e.g., DBpedia

THERE are growing signs that Hurricane Andrew, unwelcome as it was for 
the devastated inhabitants of Florida and Louisiana, may in the end do no 
harm to the re-election campaign of President George Bush.
After a faltering and heavily criticised initial response to the disaster.

His poignant and brief address to the nation on Tuesday night, committing 
the government to pay the emergency relief costs and calling on Americans 
to contribute to the American Red Cross, also struck the right sort of note. 
It was only his tenth such televised speech from the Oval Office, itself a 
testimony to the gravity of the situation.
As if to underline the political benefit to the president, a Harris poll 
conducted from August 26 to September 1 yesterday showed Mr Bush with 
45 per cent support - behind Mr Clinton by just five points - reflecting a 
closer race than other recent surveys.

Its current head, Mr Wallace Stickney, is a New Hampshire political 
associate of Mr John Sununu, the former state governor and White House 
chief of staff. Contrary to its brief, but confirming a prescient recent report 
by a House committee that Mr Stickney was 'uninterested in substantive 
programmes', FEMA was caught completely unprepared by Andrew, 
resulting in unseemly disputes between state and federal authorities over 
who did what in bringing relief.

But both may be presented by a president as being in the national interest 
because they guarantee employment, which is what the election is largely 
about.

Fig. 1 An example of input document

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/.
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large, it is easy to add an edge between them if we know

‘‘Hurricane Andrew’’ is an instance of ‘‘disaster’’ according

to their semantic relation. (2) In order to avoid introducing

many noisy data, we attempt to include the useful infor-

mation by incorporating semantics. For example, through

entity linking, our method could select ‘‘United States

House of Representatives’’ as the proper meaning of

‘‘house’’ in the example document in Fig. 1 and only bring

in the corresponding semantic relations, thus excluding the

noisy relations caused by ‘‘House Music’’.

In order to incorporate the semantics for keyphrase

extraction, we resort to knowledge graphs in this paper. A

knowledge graph, e.g., DBpedia [1], captures lots of enti-

ties, and describes the relationships between the entities.

Note that two earlier work communityRank [7] and

SemanticRank [28] utilize the Wikipedia page linkage as

the external knowledge. However, they just use the link

information in a coarse-grained statistical way. Different

from the work above, we propose to incorporate semantics

into keyphrase extraction by adopting the structure of

knowledge graph (e.g., DBpedia).

The major contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

– We are the first to use the structure of knowledge

graphs to provide semantic relations among keyterms

in keyphrase extraction task.

– We propose a systematic framework that integrates

clustering and graph ranking for keyphrase extraction.

– Extensive experiments over real data show that our

method achieves better performance compared with the

classic co-occurrence-based methods and statistic-

based methods.

This paper is an extension work of our conference paper

[27] and improves the existing work by: (1) We combine

all the extracted keyterm graphs into an integrated graph

and then apply Personalized PageRank (PPR) [9] on it.

While in the previous work, PPR is applied on each key-

term graph. (2) We apply three different clustering algo-

rithms in this work and analyze the effect of clustering

methods on the performance of keyphrase extraction. (3)

We incorporate the importance of different semantic rela-

tions (predicates in the knowledge graph) into the extracted

keyterm graphs by assigning different weights to the edges.

While in the previous work, we ignore the significance of

different semantic relations and build unweighted keyterm

graphs. (4) We also take two new features of phrases,

phrase frequency and first occurrence position, into con-

sideration to improve the performance of keyphrase

extraction.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,

we review related works in recent years. Section 3 for-

mulates the task of the work and gives an overview of our

method. To cover more topics of a document, we perform

several clustering algorithms based on semantics metrics in

Sect. 4. Section 5 studies how to incorporate knowledge

graphs to model the keyterms, followed by the process of

generating keyphrases in Sect. 6. Section 7 reports exper-

iments on real data. Finally, we conclude this work in

Sect. 8.

2 Related Work

Entity Recognition and Linking Given a piece of text and a

knowledge base, the task of entity recognition aims to rec-

ognize the boundary of entitymentions in the text, and the task

of entity linking is to map the entity mentions to the corre-

sponding entities in the knowledge base. Usually, entity

recognition is carried out before entity linking. In the litera-

ture, there are two typical works, Wikify [21] and DBpedia

Spotlight [20], sequentially combine these two tasks together

to annotate a piece of text with Wikipedia and DBpedia,

respectively. Wikify emphasizes on the annotation of impor-

tant phrases in a document with Wikipedia. It first builds a

controlled vocabulary composed of Wikipedia article titles

and surface forms which occur at least 5 times, next selects

keywords or keyphrases from all the n-grams which occur in

the controlled vocabulary using a very simple unsupervised

keyphrase extraction method as the recognized entity men-

tions, and then adopts a word sense disambiguation method

mainly based on context similarity to find the corresponding

Wikipedia article for each entity mention. DBpedia Spotlight

highlights the annotation of a documentwithDBpedia under a

user defined environment. DBpedia provides several choices

such as the annotated entity type, annotation confidence to

users to control the whole entity recognition and linking

process. Typically, DBpedia Spotlight uses a LingPipe Exact

Dictionary-based Chunker2 to obtain the entity mentions. For

entity linking, it regards all the paragraphs containing the

anchor link (e.g., a pair of entity mention and entity, which

occurs as an anchor link in theWikipedia article) inWikipedia

articles as the context of the entity and the paragraphs con-

taining the entitymention in the document as the context of the

mention. Then it adopts vector space model to represent

contexts and uses cosine similarity to measure the similarity

between two contexts. The innovation of the work is in the

vector space representation, that itmeasures the importance of

a word by its inverse entity frequency instead of the usually

inverse document frequency.

To some degree, from the aspect of entity disambigua-

tion, entity recognition and linking is similar with another

task, entity set expansion. Formally, entity set expansion is

2 Alias-i. LingPipe 4.0.0. http://alias-i.com/lingpipe, retrieved on

24.08.2010, 2008.
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referred as finding a set of related entities given one or

several seed entities, such that the entities and the seeds fall

into the same category [33]. We investigate two recent

works here [4, 25]. [4] focuses on recognizing the long-tail

entities which belong to the same semantic class with the

given seed entities. Long-tail entities usually have low

frequency, which is the reason why most frequency-based

methods fail. [4] makes use of the webpage’s structural and

textual information to train a semi-supervised conditional

random field [18] to build a high-quality page-specific

extractor. The difference between webpage entity discov-

ery and entity recognition in text data is that the former

could resort to the html tag to recognize the candidate

entities, while the latter always needs a string segmentation

algorithm and inevitably is more difficult and results in

more errors. [25] addresses the issue of multi-faceted

senses existed in a set of entities. Note that the entity in

[25] must appear as a single word. [25] first represents each

word as a vector of skip-grams within a predefined window

around the word. Next it builds an ego-network (ego equals

to seed) which is a word graph with edges added if the

Jaccard similarity between the two words is above a

threshold. The ego-network naturally forms into commu-

nities. Then it combines each community with the most

similar Wikipedia lists to form the candidate entities.

Finally it uses several heuristic rules to get the expanded

entity set. Entity set expansion reduces the disambiguation

through the semantic coherence among the whole expan-

ded entity set and do not need to explicitly indicate the

concept that the entity set conveying.

Graph-Based Keyphrase Extraction The co-occurrence-

based methods, e.g., TextRank [22], SingleRank [31], Ex-

pandRank [31], build a word co-occurrence graph and

apply PageRank or its variation to rank the words. Tex-

tRank [22] is the first to solve the task by building a word

co-occurrence graph and applying PageRank algorithm on

the graph to rank words. If top-K ranked words are adja-

cency in the document, then they combine a phrase. Ex-

pandRank [31] explores neighborhood information to help

keyphrase extraction. Given a document, it first adopts

cosine similarity to find the top-K similar documents and

combines the k þ 1 documents as a set. Then it builds a

word co-occurrence graph on the document set and gets the

ranking score of each word by PageRank. Finally, the score

of a candidate keyphrase is the sum of the scores of the

words contained in the phrase. SW [10] adopts connect-

edness centrality, betweenness centrality, and a combina-

tion centrality algorithms to rank candidate phrases.

Experiments show that there is no obvious difference in the

three measures. And they achieve comparable perfor-

mances with supervised methods KEA [34] and Summa-

rizer [29]. CM [3] compares several centrality measures:

degree, closeness, betweenness, and eigenvector centrality.

The experiments on three datasets show that degree is the

best measure in the undirected graph, which indicates that

tf is a very important feature for keyphrase extraction. So in

our method, we choose to use PPR algorithm to rank the

keyterms, where the jump probability is set to be propor-

tional to tf.

Instead of just using the input document, the statistic-

based methods, e.g., Wan’07 [32], SC [17], TPR [16],

exploit some external resources. Wan’07 [32] combines

sentence extraction and keyphrase extraction together

based on the point that important sentences and keyphrases

reinforce each other. It builds three graphs, which are

sentence-to-sentence graph, word-to-word graph and sen-

tence-to-word graph. And the relations in word-to-word

graph are established according to the mutual information

between words using a large external corpus. SC [17]

adopts a clustering-based method which aims at achieving

good coverage of topics. Terms are single words after

stopwords removed. It first computes the similarity

between two terms and then clusters all the terms based on

similarity measures. Terms which are the cluster centroids

are called exemplar terms. Then it selects all the candidate

phrases which contain exemplar terms as the keyphrases.

TPR [16] also builds a word co-occurrence graph. The

difference is that it trains Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) model [2] on Wikipedia articles and get some topics

on the words. Then it runs Topical PageRank on each topic,

where the jump probability is related with its occurrence

probability under the current topic. The final ranking score

of each word is the sum of its ranking score under each

topic multiply by its occurrence probability given the topic.

However, for a single document, the number of topics is

much smaller than the topical number used in the

experiments.

3 Problem Definition and Framework

In this section, we first formulate our problem and then

give the overview of our methods. Table 2 lists the nota-

tions used in the paper.

3.1 Problem Formulation

[Named Entity] A named entity is a real-world object such

as location, organization, and person. ‘‘George Bush’’,

‘‘Florida’’, ‘‘Red Cross’’, ‘‘Gulf of Mexico’’, to name a few,

all are named entities.

[Keyterm] Noun words and named entities in the docu-

ment are called keyterms. For example, ‘‘hurricane’’,

‘‘florida’’, ‘‘george bush’’ are keyterms.

[Keyphrase] We define keyphrase as a continuous

sequence of keyterms, which is highly important and

278 W. Shi et al.
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relevant to the topics of a document. For instance, ‘‘pres-

ident george bush’’, ‘‘hurricane andrew’’, ‘‘florida’’,

‘‘louisiana’’, ‘‘election campaign’’, ‘‘emergency relief’’ and

‘‘disaster’’ are the keyphrases of the example document in

Fig. 1.

Remark Although majority of the existing keyphrase

extraction works consider both nouns and adjectives, in this

paper, we only consider phrases composed of continuous

nouns or named entities. And such phrase is called ‘‘noun

phrase’’ in this work, for example, ‘‘president George

Bush’’, ‘‘Hurricane Andrew’’, ‘‘New York City’’. The

reasons we use noun phrases are listed as follows: (1) Noun

phrases are more substantive, while adjectives always serve

as the descriptive function. Table 3 presents some phrases

with and without adjectives, while the meanings of phrases

do not change much. Moreover, the rate of noun phrases in

the manually labeled keyphrases by Wan et al. is 64% [31].

(2) In general, different annotators may label different

groups of keyphrases according to their understanding. But

they always reach high agreement on noun phrases, which

is verified through our experiments (see Sect. 7.4).

Problem 1 (Keyphrase extraction) Keyphrase extraction

is the task of extracting a group of keyphrases from a

document with good coverage of the topics.

3.2 Framework of Our Method

Figure 2 shows our framework. Given a document, we first

select the keyterms. Then, we apply clustering algorithms

on keyterms based on semantic similarity which aims at

covering more topics of the document. The keyterms in

each cluster are linked to entities in the knowledge graph.

For each cluster, taking the mapped entities as anchor

nodes, we can detect the keyterm-keyterm relations in the

input document through extracting the h-hop keyterm

graph (please refer to Definition 1) from the knowledge

graph. Next, we combine all the extracted keyterm graphs

corresponding to all the clusters into an integrated docu-

ment graph and apply Personalized PageRank [9] on it to

obtain the ranking score of each keyterm. The PPR score of

a candidate phrase is the sum of the PPR score of the

keyterms in it. Then we combine another two phrase fea-

tures with the phrase PPR score to get the final phrase score

and select the top-K ranking phrases as the keyphrases.

Keyterm Clustering Based on Semantics In general, a

document consists of multiple topics. Thus we propose to

adopt clustering algorithms to divide keyterms into several

clusters that keyterms in the same cluster belong to the

same topic and different clusters belong to different topics.

Specifically, the keyterms are clustered according to the

semantic similarity. Then we try to generate keyphrases

Table 2 Notations
Notation Definition

d Document

G ¼ V ;E;LAð Þ Knowledge graph

P ¼ fp1; p2; . . .; png A group of noun phrases

KT ¼ fkt1; kt2; . . .; ktmg A group of keyterms

r Number of clusters of KT

AN ¼ fva1 ; va2 ; . . .; vat
g A group of anchor nodes

EV � V A group of expanded nodes

L The path between two anchor nodes

EV.L The expanded nodes on the path L

KGhðANÞ h-hop keyterm graph induced by AN

l EV :L;ANð Þ The semantic relatedness between EV.L and AN

s The semantic relatedness threshold

Table 3 Phrases with and without adjectives

With adjectives W/o adjectives

Widespread destruction Destruction

Severe damage Damage

Serious injury Injury

Massive aircraft Aircraft

Large immigrant population Immigrant population

Small twister Twister

 Keyterm Selection

Keyterm 
Clustering Based 

on Semantics

Link Keyterms to 
Knowledge Graph

Keyterm Graph 
Construction

Graph-based 
Keyterm Ranking

Input 
Document

Semantic Distance 
Computation

Keyphrase 
Generation

Knowledge 
Graph

smretyeKsmretyeK

Candidate phrases
Ranking score of keyterms

KG structure

Entities

Fig. 2 System framework
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from each cluster. Different from the existing methods that

employ single word or n-gram as the clustering element,

we use keyterms (i.e., the noun words and named entities)

in this paper.

Keyterm Graph Construction For the keyterms in each

cluster, we build a keyterm graph by exploiting the struc-

ture of the knowledge graph. The keyterm graph describes

the semantic relations among keyterms.

Graph-Based Ranking and Phrase Generation We can

adopt the graph ranking algorithms, such as PPR and

SimRank [13], to compute the importance of each keyterm.

Thus we get the PPR score of each candidate phrase based

on the keyterm score. Next we add two other phrase fea-

tures to compute the final phrase score. Then the top-K

candidate phrases with the largest scores are delivered as

keyphrases.

4 Keyterm Clustering Based on Semantics

Generally, a document covers more than one topics. A

topic can be represented by the words contained in it.

Moreover, the words in the same topic are very related.

Clustering is the task of grouping objects into clusters such

that objects in the same cluster are more related or similar.

Through clustering on the keyterms in a document, we can

divide the document into several groups in which keyterms

convey a topic, thus we can get a good topic coverage of

the document.

4.1 Keyterm Selection

The existing method SC [17] also proposes a clustering

approach to cover the topics of a document. However, it

clusters all words of the document without distinguishing

the parts of speech, which may introduce many noisy data.

Since the knowledge graph consists of entities and rela-

tions, it is easy to integrate the knowledge graph into

keyphrase extraction by linking keyterms to entities. To

extract the keyterms, we resort to the existing NLP tools,

e.g., Stanford CoreNLP [19].

4.2 Keyterm Clustering

In order to convey the semantics, we use Google Word2vec

[23] to compute the semantic distance of two keyterms. If a

keyterm kt is a named entity that consists of multiple

words, we compute the vector representation of kt

according to the words that are contained in kt as the work

[15] does. In this paper, we adopt three widely used clus-

tering algorithms, i.e., K-Means, spectral clustering and

affinity propagation, to group keyterms in a document

based on the semantic relatedness among them.

4.2.1 K-Means

K-Means is one of the simplest unsupervised learning

algorithms to solve the well-known clustering problem. It

partitions m objects into r clusters such that each object

belongs to the closest cluster in terms of mean distance.

The main steps of K-Means algorithm are as follows: (1)

Randomly selects r initial clustering centroids. (2) Com-

pute the distance between each object and each centroid,

and assign each object to the cluster that has the closest

centroid. (3) Recalculate the centroids of r clusters after all

objects have been assigned. (4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 until

the centroids no longer change.

Example 1 Figure 3 shows the clustering result by

K-Means algorithm on the example document, where r is

set to be 7. As the color deepened, the corresponding

cluster is more important and relevant to the main topics of

the example document. Keyterms in blue are the cluster

centroids.

4.2.2 Spectral Clustering

Different from K-Means that requires objects to be clus-

tered are points in N dimensional Euclidean space, spectral

clustering could work for objects not in Euclidean space

since it only needs the similarity matrix of the objects.

Generally, given n objects to be clustered, the process of

spectral clustering can be summarized as follows: (1)

Construct the similarity matrix of n objects, denoted as A,

where A is a n � n matrix. (2) Construct the Laplacian

matrix L based on A, where L ¼ D � A and D is the

diagonal matrix of A. (3) Compute the top-K largest

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of L. (4) Form a n � k matrix

A0, where each column is an eigenvector and columns are

ranked in descending order of their corresponding eigen-

values. Each row can be regarded as a newly formed

object, which is a k dimensional vector. (5) Apply K-

Means algorithm on A0. The clustering result of each row is

the result of the original n objects.

election, campaign, incumbency, 
white house, house, employment, 

annoucement, speech, ...

andrew, florida, louisiana, george 
bush, bill clinton, american, 

clinton, republicans, ...

hurricane, harm, disaster, 
assistance, homeless, emergency, 

relief, damage, storm...

president, appointee, 
chief, secretary, ...

poll, survey, 
study, report

inhabitant, farm, 
grain, factory, james 

baker, baker, ...

patronage, largesse, 
subsidy, budget, deficit, 

insurer, insurance

Fig. 3 Clustering result when cluster number r ¼ 7
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In our work, the input are keyterm vectors. We compute

the similarity matrix by applying a heat kernel on the

Euclidean distance matrix of keyterm vectors, as Eq. 1

shows, where ED is the Euclidean distance matrix, std(ED)

is the global standard deviation of ED.

Aij ¼ e�EDij=stdðEDÞ ð1Þ

In this paper, we adopt the spectral clustering implemented

in Python module sklearn.

4.2.3 Affinity Propagation

Another clustering algorithm we adopt is affinity propa-

gation, which is based on the message passage between

data points. Different from K-Means and spectral cluster-

ing, affinity propagation does not need to specify the

number of clusters before running the process of clustering.

We give an overview of the process of affinity propa-

gation. First, affinity propagation defines a similarity

matrix. Then it iteratively updates two matrices. One of the

two matrices is called the responsibility matrix and the

other is called the availability matrix. The former is

denoted as R. An element r(i, k) of R describes the degree

that object k is suitable as the exemplar of object i com-

paring to other candidate exemplars for i. The latter is

denoted as A. An element a(i, k) of A characterizes how

well suited that object i takes object k as the exemplar. The

iteration stops until the cluster boundaries remain

unchanged or the predefined number of iterations ran out.

In this work, we use the affinity propagation provided by

Python module sklearn. And all the parameters are set as

default.

5 Incorporating Knowledge Graphs
into Keyphrase Extraction

As discussed above, considering the semantics, we can

detect more relations, which can improve the ranking

results. In this paper, we propose to adopt knowledge graph

to assist keyphrase extraction. However, it is unclear how

to integrate knowledge graph in a better way since there is

no such related study. We try to give a solution in this

work.

5.1 Keyterm Linking

Given a knowledge graph G, the keyterm linking task is to

link keyterms to G, i.e., find the mapping entity in G for

each keyterm. A keyterm, regarded as a surface form,

usually has multiple mapping entities. For example, the

keyterm ‘‘Philadelphia’’ may refer to a city or a film. There

have been many studies that focus on sense disambigua-

tion. Most of the existing methods demand that each entity

in G has a page p that describes the entity. Then the

semantic relatedness between p and the input document

d could be computed, e.g., computing the cosine similarity

between them. The entity that corresponds to the page with

the largest similarity score is selected as the mapping

entity.

Since the surface forms are keyterms, we build a mapping

dictionary for keyterms, which materializes the possible

mappings for a keyterm kt. Each possible mapping is

assigned a prior probability. To compute the prior proba-

bility, we resort to Wikipedia articles. For each linkage (i.e.,

the underlined phrase that is linked to a specific page) in

Wikipedia, we can get a pair of surface form and entity. Then

we obtain the probability of each candidate entity eni by

calculating the proportion of its co-occurrence number with

kt over the total occurrence number of kt as shown in Eq. 2.

Prf kt; enið Þjktg ¼ T kt; enið Þ
T ktð Þ ; ð2Þ

where T kt; enið Þ is the co-occurrence number of kt and eni,

and T ktð Þ is the occurrence number of kt. Given a keyterm

kt, we explore the dictionary to find its candidate mappings.

If the knowledge graph has page descriptions, we can

integrate the semantic relatedness (we adopt cosine simi-

larity between the context of an entity and the input doc-

ument in our experiments) and the prior probability to

decide the correct mapping. In our work, we use DBpedia

as the knowledge graph. To provide the context of entities,

we resort to the dataset ‘‘long_abstracts_en.ttl’’.

Example 2 Consider the keyterm ‘‘house’’ in the example

document, there are several candidate entities in DBpedia,

including ‘‘United States House of Representatives’’,

‘‘House music’’, ‘‘House’’, ‘‘House system’’. Our method

successfully selects ‘‘United States House of Representa-

tives’’ as the appropriate entity.

5.2 Keyterm Graph Construction

After the keyterm linking, we obtain the mapping entities

of keyterms, which are also called anchor nodes. Next we

build a h-hop keyterm graph to capture the semantic rela-

tions among keyterms for each cluster. Consider a knowl-

edge graph G ¼ V;E; LAð Þ, where V is the set of nodes, E

is the set of edges, and LA is the set of node labels. Let AN

denote the set of anchor nodes, i.e.,

AN ¼ fva1 ; va2 ; . . .; vat
g � V . Definition 1 describes the h-

hop keyterm graph.

Definition 1 (H-hop keyterm graph) Given the set of

anchor nodes AN in the knowledge graph G, the h-hop
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keyterm graph, denoted by KGh ANð Þ, is the subgraph of G

that includes all paths of length no longer than h between

vai
and vaj

, where vai
; vaj

2 AN and i 6¼ j.

Each path in the h-hop keyterm graph describes the relation

between two anchor nodes. Since the anchor nodes are the

mapping entities for keyterms, the h-hop keyterm graph

models the semantic relations among the keyterms. The

newly introduced nodes in KGh ANð Þ excluding the anchor

nodes are the expanded nodes, denoted by EV. In order to

eliminate the noisy nodes, we need to refine the h-hop

keyterm graph by considering the semantics of the whole

set of anchors. Algorithm 1 shows the process of con-

structing the h-hop keyterm graph. For 8vai
2 AN, we

apply Breadth-first search (BFS) to extract the paths no

longer than h between vai
and vaj

(8vaj
2 AN and i 6¼ j).

Next we remove the paths which are less related with AN.

Let us consider the path L between two anchor nodes in

KGh ANð Þ. The set of expanded nodes in L is denoted as

EV.L. Then we compute the semantic relatedness

l EV :L;ANð Þ between EV.L and AN. If l EV :L;ANð Þ is less
than a threshold s, L is removed from the h-hop keyterm

graph. To compute the semantic relatedness l EV :L;ANð Þ,
we utilize Word2vec and compute cosine similarity

between the vector representations of EV.L and AN. The

complexity of Algorithm 1 is OðN � ðjEjjV jÞ
hÞ, where N is the

number of anchor nodes.

Example 3 Figure 4 shows part of the h-hop keyterm

graph for the cluster in the middle of Fig. 3, where ellipses

are anchor nodes and rectangles are expanded nodes. As

the dotted bordered rectangle shows, although ‘‘History of

the United States Republican Party’’ connects with ‘‘re-

publicans’’ and ‘‘george bush’’, it is less associated with

other anchor nodes. Hence, it is removed in the expansion

process.

After incorporating the knowledge graph, we can add

some relations that are derived from the input document to

the keyterm graph. Consider two anchor nodes vai
and vaj

.

If their corresponding keyterms kti and ktj occur in the

same window, an edge is added between vai
and vaj

. For

each cluster, we build a keyterm graph. Then we combine

all the keyterm graphs together and obtain the keyterm

graph for the input document, which is the so-called doc-

ument keyterm graph.

6 Keyphrase Generation

According to the h-hop keyterm graph built in Sect. 5.2, we

can generate keyphrases. First, ranking scores of keyterms

are calculated, then based on which ranking scores of

candidate phrases are computed.

6.1 Keyterm Ranking

After constructing the document keyterm graph, the next

focus is how to measure the importance of different key-

terms. Graph centrality algorithms are designed to measure

the importance of nodes within a graph. Various graph

centrality algorithms including degree, closeness,

betweenness, eigenvector centrality, and PageRank have

been adopted in the existing co-occurrence word graph

ranking methods.

florida

louisiana andrew

george bush

americans republicans

clinton

United States Presidential Election, 1992 President of US

Effects of Hurricane Andrew in Florida

History of the United States Republican Party

Fig. 4 H-hop keyterm graph
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In the co-occurrence based graph (i.e., the keyterm

graph is built according to the co-occurrence relations of

words), words with larger tf (term frequency) tend to have

larger vertex degrees. In an undirected graph, PageRank

score is closely related to vertex degree. So PageRank

score on co-occurrence based graph reflects the tf of a

word.

However, our keyterm graph is a semantic graph, where

edges reflect semantic relations between keyterms. Mean-

while, the existing methods show that term frequency is a

very important feature of keyphrase. Hence, we need a

graph centrality method that ranks keyterms by considering

both the semantic structure of the keyterm graph and the

frequency of keyterms. Although PageRank ranks nodes

using the graph structure, the jump probability of PageR-

ank is normalized, which indicates that it fails to reflect the

difference of node features. In contrast, Personalized

PageRank, which is a variant of PageRank, assigns a biased

jump probability to each node and ranks graph nodes based

on the graph structure. Therefore, it is able to reflect the

keyterm frequency by assigning the jump probability

according to the keyterm frequency. We formulate the PPR

based on keyterm frequency as follows:

PPRðviÞ ¼ k�
X

vj!vi

PPRðvjÞ
OutdegreeðvjÞ

þ 1� kð Þ � pðviÞ;

ð3Þ

where PPRðviÞ is the PPR score of vi, outdegreeðvjÞ is the
outdegree of vj, pðviÞ is the jump probability of vi and k is a
damping factor which is usually set to 0.85 [24]. The jump

probability pðviÞ is computed according to Eq. 4, where N

is the number of nodes, tfðviÞ is the term frequency of vi.

pðviÞ ¼
tfðviÞPN
i¼1 tfðviÞ

; i ¼ 1; . . .;N: ð4Þ

Since the expanded nodes do not have matching keyterms

in the document, their jump probabilities are set to be 0.

We perform PPR on the document keyterm graph. Then we

obtain the ranking scores of the corresponding anchor

nodes.

Note that the edges of the document keyterm graph we

built in Sect. 5.2 are with labels, which are called predi-

cates in the knowledge graph. Generally, different predi-

cates have different semantic meanings and play different

role in the context. However, we do not distinguish dif-

ferent predicates and regard them as the same in Eq. 3, that

is the transition probability from vj to vi (there is an edge

between vj between vi) only depends on the outdegree of vj.

In order to take use of the edge labels, we resort to the idea

of idf and assign different weight to distinct predicates, as

Eq. 5 shows:

WðeiÞ ¼ log
jEj

NðeiÞ
; ð5Þ

where |E| is the number of edges in knowledge graph G,

NðeiÞ is the occurrences of edge ei. Then the transition

probability between vj and vi is defined as:

Mji ¼
Wðeðvj; viÞÞP

vj!vk
Wðeðvj; vkÞÞ

: ð6Þ

And we formulate the PPR on weighted graph as:

PPRðviÞ ¼ k�
X

vj!vi

Mji � PPRðvjÞ þ ð1� kÞ � pðviÞ: ð7Þ

6.2 Keyphrase Generation

With the ranking scores of keyterms, next we extract the

keyphrases. The main idea is to generate candidate phrases

first and then rank them based on the scores of keyterms.

The existing phrase generation methods [17, 31] adopt

the syntactic rule JJð Þ � NNjNNSjNNPjNNPSð Þþ, where

‘‘JJ’’ is an adjective, ‘‘NN’’, ‘‘NNS’’, ‘‘NNP’’ and ‘‘NNPS’’

are nouns, ‘‘*’’ and ‘‘?’’ mean zero or more adjectives and

at least one noun word should be contained in the candidate

phrase. For instance, given a sentence ‘‘Federal/NNP

Emergency/NNP Management/NNP Agency/NNP has/VBZ

become/VB the/DT ultimate/JJ patronage/NN backwater/

NN’’, using this rule, candidate phrases ‘‘federal emergency

management agency’’ and ‘‘ultimate patronage backwater’’

are generated.

We propose to extract important noun phrases as key-

phrases in Sect. 3.1. Hence, we design a rule by removing

the adjectives, i.e., NNjNNSjNNPjNNPSð Þþ. Following

this rule, all the candidate phrases are a chain of continuous

noun words except named entities. In the example sen-

tence, candidate phrases ‘‘federal emergency management

agency’’ and ‘‘patronage backwater’’ are generated.

The PPR ranking score of a candidate noun phrase pi 2
P is the sum of scores of keyterms contained in it, as shown

in Eq. 8.

PPRScoreðpiÞ ¼
X

ktij2pi

PPRðktijÞ: ð8Þ

We further embed the frequency and the first occurrence

position of phrases, denoted by tfðpiÞ and posðpiÞ; respec-
tively, into Eq. 8 to improve the quality of phrase scores, as

shown in Eq. 9.

ScoreðpiÞ ¼
tfðpiÞ
posðpiÞ

� PPRScoreðpiÞ: ð9Þ
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After we get the scores of all candidate noun phrases, we

select the top-K phrases with the largest scores as the

keyphrases of the input document.

7 Experimental Evaluation

In the following, our proposed knowledge graph-based

method to rank keyterms for keyphrase extraction is

denoted as KGRank.

7.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

We use the dataset DUC20013 to evaluate the performance

of our method. The manually labeled keyphrases on this

dataset are created in the work [31]. The dataset contains

308 news articles. The average length of the documents is

about 700 words. And each document is manually assigned

about 10 keyphrases. Since our task is to extract noun

phrases as defined in Sect. 3.1, to construct the golden

standard, we drop adjectives from the manually labeled

phrases.

In the experiments, we adopt precision, recall, and F-

measure to evaluate the performance of keyphrase extrac-

tion. Their formal definitions are given in Eq. 10, Eq. 11,

and Eq. 12, respectively, where countcorrect is the number of

correct keyphrases extracted by automatic method,

countoutput is the number of all keyphrases extracted auto-

matically, and countmanual is the number of manual key-

phrases. We use DBpedia as the knowledge graph to assist

keyphrase extraction.

The codes to preprocess data are implemented in

Python. The other algorithms are implemented in C??.

All experiments are conducted on a Windows Server with

2.4GHz Intel Xeon E5-4610 CPU and 384GB memory.

Precision ¼ countcorrect

countoutput
: ð10Þ

Recall ¼ countcorrect

countmanual

: ð11Þ

F�measure ¼ 2� Precision� Recall

Precisionþ Recall
: ð12Þ

7.2 Comparison with Other Algorithms

We compare our method KGRank with two co-occurrence

graph-based methods SingleRank [31] and ExpandRank

[31], one cluster-based method SCCooccurrence [17], one

statistic-based clustering method SCWiki [17].

Furthermore, we take two very strong baseline methods

TF-IDF and PTF-POS into comparison. And PTF-POS

uses the same way as ours to combine phrase frequency

and the first occurrence phrase position.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the performances of the seven

methods on precision, recall, and F-measure, respectively,

where the keyphrase number K ¼ 5; 10; 15; 20. It is clear

that our method achieves the best performance, which

indicates the effectiveness of the semantic relations

obtained from the structure of the knowledge graph in

keyphrase extraction. Following closely behind is PTF-
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Precision

KGRank ExpandRank
SingleRank SCWiki

SCCooccurrence TF-IDF
PTF-POS

Fig. 5 Compared algorithms: precision
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SingleRank SCWiki

SCCooccurrence TF-IDF
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Fig. 6 Compared algorithms: recall
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Fig. 7 Compared algorithms: F-measure

3 http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/past_duc/duc2001/data.

html.
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POS, which implies phrase frequency and first occurrence

position are two very significant features in keyphrase

extraction and should not be ignored. Next is ExpandRank,

followed by TF-IDF and SingleRank, which indicates that

documents with similar topics could provide useful infor-

mation to aid keyphrase extraction. TF-IDF performs better

than SingleRank, which illustrates that distinguishing the

importance of different words improves the task perfor-

mance since SingleRank is very similar with directly using

tf. At the bottom are SCCooccurrence and SCWiki, which

implies that graph-based methods perform better than

clustering-based methods on the dataset. SCCooccurrence

performs better than SCWiki, which conveys that directly

using the statistical information in external corpus without

disambiguation may not achieve better performance than

using the internal information in the input document. In

general, for all the methods, with the growth of K, the

precision decreases and recall increases. F-measure

achieves the best performance when K is 10, which is the

average number of manual keyphrases. Note that SC

selects keyphrases according to the exemplars. Hence, it is

not able to control the number of keyphrases. For example,

it cannot return enough phrases when K ¼ 20.

Table 4 shows the keyphrases extracted by seven

methods above from the example document when K ¼ 10.

The keyphrases in red and bold are correct keyphrases.

7.3 Effect of Clustering Parameter

In this paper, we adopt three clustering algorithms:

K-Means, spectral clustering and affinity propagation. In

this section, we evaluate the effect of different clustering

methods on the performance of keyphrase extraction.

While K-Means and spectral clustering need to predefine

the number of clusters, affinity propagation would set the

number of clusters automatically. Thus in order to make

comparison, we set the number of clusters in K-Means and

spectral clustering the same with that of affinity propaga-

tion. And their performances on keyphrase extraction are

shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10, where keyphrase number K is

set as 5, 10, 15 and 20. KMeansKGRank, SCKGRank, and

AFKGRank are our methods which adopt K-Means,

spectral clustering and affinity propagation as the corre-

sponding clustering algorithm, respectively. From these

figures, we can see that spectral clustering beats the other

two algorithms. The reason lies in that there are duplicates

in the representation of keyterms as a point in the high-

dimensional space.

Since K-Means and spectral clustering need to indicate

the number of clusters, we also study the effect of cluster

Table 4 Case study: keyphrase

extraction results for the

example document

5 10 15 200.2
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0.35

0.4

Keyphrase Number K

Precision

KMeansKGRank
SCKGRank
AFKGRank

Fig. 8 Clustering methods: precision
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number r in these two algorithms on keyphrase extraction.

Figures 11 and 12 show the effects of cluster number r on

the task when keyphrase number K is 10. As demonstrated

in these two figures, keyterm clustering could improve the

performance of keyphrase extraction. The reason is that

keyterms in the same cluster tend to be more related to

each other, so the h-hop keyterm graph would contain less

noises.

7.4 Effect of Noun Phrase

To validate our opinion different annotators reach high

agreement on noun phrases, we randomly select 20 articles

and annotate keyphrases that may contain adjectives for

each article, denoted by S. Then we compare our manually

labeled keyphrases with the benchmark that is used in the

work [31], denoted by T. We find that the proportion of

common general phrases is jS \ T j=jS [ Tj = 44%. Mean-

while, the proportion of common noun phrases is jS0 \
T 0j=jS [ T j = 70%, where S0 and T 0 are the keyphrases by

removing adjectives from S and T, respectively. Thus, this

observation confirms our conclusion that different anno-

tators reach high agreement on noun phrases.

The phenomenon above also can be convinced through

automatic keyphrase extraction methods. We compare the

common keyphrases extracted by different methods, Sin-

gleRank [31], ExpandRank [31], and SCCooccurrence

[17]. The rate of noun phrases in the common general

keyphrases that are extracted by the three methods is 72%.

To further study the two types of candidate phrases, we

use phrases containing adjectives as keyterms and noun

phrases as keyterms, respectively, to extract keyphrases.

The results are shown in Table 5. It is clear that noun

phrases perform better than adjective noun phrases.

7.5 Effect of Keyterm Graph

Due to the large vertex degree of DBpedia, we fix h ¼ 2

(the length of extracted paths) in our experiments. If we do

not screen out the expanded nodes, the extracted keyterm

graph would contain a lot of nodes that are not related to

the topics of the input document. So we use the semantic

distance between expanded nodes and anchor nodes to

filter the noisy expanded nodes. In this subsection, we

study how the semantic relatedness threshold s affects the

performance of keyphrase extraction.

We compute the semantic relatedness between each

expanded node and the anchor node set, denoted as

l EV :L;ANð Þ in Sect. 5.2. Then we rank all the expanded

nodes in descending order of their semantic relatedness

scores. We filter the less related expanded nodes given a

relatedness threshold s. We introduce another parameter a
to easily represent s. We set s based on a (a smaller a
results in a larger s). For each document, we set the number

of expanded nodes no larger than the number of anchor

nodes. Figure 13 shows the effects of a on keyphrase

extraction, where the cluster number r is 1 and the key-

phrase number K is 10. From the figure, we can see a

suitable semantic relatedness threshold could improve the

performance since it filters some noisy expanded nodes. A

large semantic relatedness threshold would decrease the
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Fig. 9 Clustering methods: recall
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Fig. 10 Clustering methods: F-measure
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Fig. 11 Effect of r (K-Means)
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improvement of performance since it filters too much

semantic relations including meaningful relations and

expanded nodes.

7.6 Effect of Edge Weight

Generally, transition probability in Personalized PageRank

makes a difference on the steady state of the random walk.

In our method, transition probability depends on the edge

weight. So we study the effect of edge weight on the per-

formance of keyphrase extraction in this part. We assign

edge weight as shown in Eq. 5, which is inspired from the

thoughts of idf. We compare it with KGRank, which

exploits the unweighted document keyterm graph on pre-

cision, recall and F-measure. Figures 14, 15 and 16 show

the performances when keyphrase number

K ¼ 5; 10; 15; 20. From the figures, we can see that suit-

able edge weights could improve the performance.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we study on automatic single-document

keyphrase extraction task. We propose a novel method that

combines semantic similarity clustering algorithms with

knowledge graph structure to help discover semantic rela-

tions hidden in the input document. By integrating the

semantic document keyterm graph extracted from the

knowledge graph with two widely used phrase features,

phrase frequency and the first occurrence position, our

1 3 5 7 90.28
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0.38

0.40
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Precision
Recall

F-Measure

Fig. 12 Effect of r (spectral clustering)

Table 5 Adjective noun phrase versus noun phrase

Phrase type Precision Recall F-measure

Adjective noun phrase 0.16461 0.215415 0.184411

Noun phrase 0.205 0.30502 0.243754

0602510150.29
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Value
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Fig. 13 Effect of semantic relatedness
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Fig. 14 Effect of edge weight: precision
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Fig. 16 Effect of edge weight: F-measure
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method improves the performance of keyphrase extraction

a lot. Experiments show that our method achieves better

performances than the state-of-the-art methods.
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